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The Moo Point 

"Wholesome Burgers and Lot More"

The Moo Point is your go-to-spot in Bengaluru if you are craving for some

wholesome burgers without watching those calories. The place is

renowned for serving up huge burgers stuffed with succulent meat

pattices, fresh and well-seasoned vegetables and other garnishes. Choose

your chosen bun and ask for their legendary french fries that are best

enjoyed with the piquant bacon mayo. The menu may feature limited

options but the taste and quantity appeases even the hardest to please.

 +91 9632268507  orders@themoopoint.in  A-11 Residency Road, Devatha Plaza,

Opposite Bishop Cottons Boys School,

Bengaluru
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The Only Place 

"Steak Stack"

If you are in the mood for some yummy steaks, sandwiches, and burgers

then The Only Place in the city of Bengaluru should be your next stop. A

place that is always bustling with a hungry crowd and an ambiance that is

casual, this outlet will not let you down. Though they serve continental

food and pasta too, it is basically known for its mouth-watering steaks and

American salads. The food is in generous portions and provides good

value for money. The service might be a bit pesky and slow but it is surely

worth the wait.

 +91 9986011112  Museum Road, Shanthala Nagar, Behind Museum Road Post

Office, Bengaluru
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Chili's American Grill & Bar 

"Appetizing Tex-Mex Eats"

Chili's is a globally recognized chain of hearty Tex-Mex eats and burgers

with a strong presence in India. This Chili's branch finds itself in the heart

of Indira Nagar and features a lively, family-friendly setting. Start off with

those flavorsome cheese poppers or nachos and take the culinary

experience ahead with appetizing choices like chicken pasta in Cajun

sauce, jalapeno burger, and chicken crispers, among other equally inviting

preparations.

 +91 80 4235 2526  1135 100 Feet Road, HAL 2nd Stage, Bengaluru
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